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Body: INTRODUCTION & AIMS: Pharmacogenomics, the study of how genetic variations influence the
response to drugs, has the desirable objective of tailor-making drugs for each individual genetic makeup.
The successful application of this concept in oncology provided the rationale for this study. Like cancer,
PAH is a heterogeneous disorder with an unsatisfactory outlook, where responses to drugs often differ in
different forms of the disease. METHODS: We examined 2 experimental models of PH: mice with deletion
of the Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide gene (VIP-/-), and rats injected with monocrotaline (MCT), 2 models with
comparable, though not identical, phenotypic features. We analyzed their particular gene alterations, with
special reference to genes related to vascular remodeling and inflammation, and compared phenotypic and
genotypic responses in each model to treatment with VIP. RESULTS: VIP-/- mice showed overexpression of
genes promoting vascular proliferation and inflammation, with underexpression of anti-proliferative genes.
VIP fully corrected all PH features and matching gene expression alterations. MCT rats, however, showed
complex gene expression alterations: As in VIP-/- mice, those promoting vascular remodeling and
inflammation, and others tending to modulate the PH. Further, VIP treatment failed to correct many of the
genotypic abnormalities, and only partially corrected the phenotype. CONCLUSIONS: This preliminary
proof-of-concept study demonstrates the importance of genomic information in determining the therapeutic
response to a given drug. Full validation of the role of pharmacogenomics in PAH must await comparable
studies in patients with different forms of the disease.
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